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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE 
 

AGENDA 
 

6th Meeting, 2007 (Session 3) 
 

3 October 2007 
 
The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in Committee Room 5.   
 
1. Decision to take item in private: The Committee will consider whether to take item 

4 in private. 

2. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will consider the following negative 
instrument— 

the Housing (Scotland) Scotland Act 2006 (Repayment Charge and Discharge) 
Order 2007, (SSI 2007/419). 

3. Fuel poverty: The Committee will take evidence from— 

Eddie Follan, Public Affairs Manager, Energywatch; 

Norman Kerr, Director, Energy Action Scotland; 

David McNeish, Paliamentary and Policy Officer, Citizens Advice Bureau; 

Nick Waugh, Policy Officer, Help the Aged; 

and then from— 

Sandy Black, Home Energy Adviser, Scottish Borders Council; 

Eddy Collier, Director, Scottish Gas; 

Roger Harris, Head of Private Sector Policy Delivery, Communities Scotland and  

Dr Andrew Scott, Head of Social Housing Division, Scottish Government. 

4. Fuel poverty: The Committee will discuss the evidence taken from witnesses in 
agenda item 3.  
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Martin Verity  
Clerk to the Local Government and Communities Committee  

Room no T3.40 
Tel no 0131 348 5217 

Email:  martin.verity@scottish.parliament.uk 
 

 
 
 
The following papers are enclosed for the meeting: 
  
Agenda        LGC/S3/07/6/A 
 
Clerk’s note on SSI 2007/419     LGC/S3/07/6/1 
 
The Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 (Repayment Charge and 
Discharge) Order 2007, (SSI 2007/419)
 

LGC/S3/07/6/2 

SPICe paper on fuel poverty    LGC/S3/07/6/3 
 
Submission from Scottish Government     LGC/S3/07/6/4 
 
Submission from Children’s Fuel Poverty Coalition  LGC/S3/07/6/5 
 
     
 
Submission from Citizens Advice Scotland   LGC/S3/07/6/6 
 
     Submission from Energy Action Scotland   LGC/S3/07/6/7 

http://www.opsi.gov.uk/legislation/scotland/ssi2007/20070419.htm
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/legislation/scotland/ssi2007/20070419.htm
mailto:martin.verity@scottish.parliament.uk
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Agenda item 1 
 

Local Government and 
Communities Committee 

 

3 October 2007 

 
 
 
SSI Cover Note For Committee Meeting 
 
SSI title and 
number: 
 

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 (Repayment Charge and 
Discharge) Order 2007, (SSI 2007/419) 

Type of Instrument: 
 

Negative 

Meeting: 
 

3 October 2007 

Date circulated to members: 
 

24 September 2007  

SSI drawn to Parliament’s 
attention by Sub Leg 
Committee: 

Yes (see annex) 
 

 
Purpose: 

The purpose of this instrument is to set out the 
form of a repayment charge and the form of a 
discharge of a repayment charge which can be 
made by a local authority under Part 7 of the 
Housing (Scotland) Act 2006. 

 



 

 

Annex 

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 (Repayment Charge and Discharge) Order 2007 (SSI 
2007/419)  

1. The Committee asked the Scottish Government to explain why the Order bears to have 
been signed by “A member of the Scottish Executive” when the Minister who signed the 
Order is not such a member, but rather a junior Scottish Minister within the meaning of 
section 49 of the Scotland Act 1998. 

2. In its response at Appendix 1, the Scottish Government explained that it was an oversight 
that the incorrect signing docket appeared on the instrument. In its view, this did not affect 
the legality of the instrument. 

3. The Committee accepts that the error does not affect the legality of the instrument. It 
notes that Mr Maxwell as a junior Scottish Minister appointed under section 49 of the 
Scotland Act is empowered to assist Scottish Ministers in the exercise of their functions, 
which includes the making of subordinate legislation.   

4. The Committee draws the attention of the lead Committee and Parliament to this 
instrument on the grounds that, in so far as the signing docket narrates that the 
instrument has been made by a member of the Scottish Executive, the instrument 
departs from proper drafting practice, but not so as to affect its  validity.

 
 

APPENDIX 1 
The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (Repayment Charge and Discharge) Order 
(SSI 2007/419) 
1. On 18 September 2007 the Committee asked the Scottish Government the following–– 
To explain why the Order bears to have been signed by “A member of the Scottish 
Executive” when the Minister who signed the Order is not such a member but rather a junior 
Scottish Minister within the meaning of section 49 of the Scotland Act 1998. 
The Scottish Government responds as follows––– 

2. It is an oversight that the incorrect signing docket appears on the instrument.  This does 
not affect the legality of the instrument. 
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 Agenda item 3 
 

Local Government and 
Communities 

Committee 
 

3 October 2007 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE 
 

BRIEFING PAPER 
 

SCHEMES TO TACKLE FUEL POVERTY 
 

CENTRAL HEATING PROGRAMME 

The Scottish Government's Central Heating Programme provides central 
heating systems and insulation measures in the private sector: 

• where the householder or their spouse is 60 or over, and there is no 
system or one which is irreparably broken.  

In addition: 

• applicants aged 60 to 79 who are in receipt of the guarantee element of 
Pension Credit can receive upgrades and replacements for partial or 
inefficient heating systems  

• applicants aged 80 or over can receive upgrades and replacements for 
partial or inefficient heating systems. 

The programme has also provided central heating to all social sector homes 
where there was none and the householder wished it.  

The 2005/06 annual report on the scheme states that “Under the Central 
Heating programme (main) priority is given, where it is practicable to do so, to 
the over 75s, those living alone and disabled people.  The over 80s part of the 
programme is specifically designed to prioritise this particularly vulnerable 
group of people” 

Further details on the Central Heating Programme are contained in the annex 
to this briefing note. 

The Central Heating Programme was introduced in 2001, and the initial phase 
of the programme was scheduled to end in March 2006. The 
Scottish Government set a target that (by March 2006) an estimated 40,000 
owner-occupiers and private renters without central heating would be 
provided with a central heating system by this date. According to the Central 
Heating Programme & Warm Deal Annual Report 05-06 some 46,335 heating 
systems had been installed for this group. 
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An evaluation of the first three years of the Central Heating Programme 
(2001-04) produced the following headline results (NHER, the National Home 
Energy Rating measures the energy efficiency of the dwelling on a scale of 1-10)  
 

Before CHP After CHP
Mean NHER score 3.28 6.98

% dwellings with NHER <5 84.80% 15.40%
Mean household-reported fuel 

expenditure
£13.79 / week (£717 / 

year)
£12.01 / week (£625 / 

year)
% household-reported fuel 
expenditure >£20 per week 15.20% 5.30%

Mean use of heating per room 
per day 4.52 hours 8.63 hours

Mean Comfort rating 2.27 3.66
Fuel expenditure to achieve 
satisfactory heating regime R £1,179 p.a. £618 p.a.
Mean total household income £10,375 £10,472

% total household income 
require to achieve satisfactory 

heating regime 11.50% 5.90%
% households needing to 

spend > 10% of income on 
fuel 54.30% 12.90%

% households needing to 
spend > 20% of income on 

fuel 15.50% 1.10%
% fuel poor households 

removed from fuel poverty n/a 76.20%

Mean Results 2001 - 2004Variable

 
 
Another evaluation looked specifically at the health impact of the central 
heating scheme.  The assessment of the Central Heating Programme’s 
impact on health indicated  
 

“Two years after installation, the Programme had no clear impact on 
respondents' current health or their use of health services or 
medication” 

 
The report also indicated that  

“Overall, the results indicate that receipt of heating under the Central 
Heating Programme had considerable impacts on the home 
environment, including on conditions such as cold, dampness and 
mould. However, there was no evidence of a clear and systematic 
direct effect on health. The findings indicating a reduced likelihood of 
diagnosis with high blood pressure or heart disease, while noteworthy, 
must be treated with caution. Although the recipient group were 
subsequently less likely to be diagnosed with heart disease and high 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2007/03/23133305/0
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2007/02/15132708/0
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2007/02/15132708/0
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blood pressure than the comparison group, this difference was not 
accompanied by a difference in the use of health services. This  

suggests that the apparent difference in incidence of diagnosis may not 
be reliable.” 

The tables below indicate the numbers of installations undertaken by Scottish 
Gas, and the waiting times being experienced (by postcode area).  Overall 
Scottish Gas has installed around 10,500 systems since October 2006 and 
has another 10,000 households on waiting lists. 
 
Number of central heating systems installed by Scottish Gas to  
(October 2006 to 23 September 2007) 
(Source: Communities Scotland data provided to SPICe 27/9/07.  Original 
data provided to Communities Scotland by Scottish Gas) 
 
 

 
Postcode Gas Electric Oil Solid 

Fuel
Total

G   3,397        149     18        -   3,564    
EH   1,309          63       3        -   1,375    
ML   1,081          43     20        -   1,144    
KA      859          30     12        -   901       
PA      732          30     25        -   787       
KY      541          15       4        -   560       
DD      502          26     23        -   551       
FK      468          22       8        -   498       
AB      350          36     42        -   428       
DG      146          15     62        -   223       
IV        89          25     46        -   160       
PH      100          13     39        -   152       
TD        87            3     14        -   104       
HS         -            22     18        -   40         
KW          8          12     16        -   36         
ZE         -              9      -          -   9           
Scotland 9,669  513     350  -  10,532  
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Households waiting for surveys by postcode area as at 23/9/2007  
(Source: Communities Scotland data provided to SPICe 27/9/07.  Original 
data provided to Communities Scotland by Scottish Gas) 
 

Postcode Waiting 
Less than 3 

Months

Waiting 
More than 
3 Months

Total Percentage 
waiting more 

than 3 months
KW 24 135 159 85%
ZE 7 38 45 84%
HS 21 87 108 81%
DG 166 368 534 69%
PH 110 237 347 68%
IV 145 277 422 66%
TD 65 115 180 64%
AB 354 581 935 62%
DD 285 389 674 58%
PA 334 426 760 56%
KA 395 457 852 54%
EH 528 491 1,019 48%
KY 313 277 590 47%
FK 263 226 489 46%
ML 388 327 715 46%
G 1,218 985 2,203 45%
Scotland 4,616 5,416 10,032 54%  
 
The Programme Managing Agent (Scottish Gas) has indicated to 
Communities Scotland that the current average waiting time is between 5 and 
6 months.  Communities Scotland has indicated that this figure is similar to 
average waiting times experienced under the previous Managing Agent (Eaga 
Partnership). 

 

WARM DEAL 

The Scottish Government’s Warm Deal programme provides a grant of up to 
£500 for a package of energy efficiency measures to householders in receipt 
of certain income-related benefits, or aged 60 or over. There is a smaller grant 
up to £125 available for householders aged over 60 not on the relevant 
benefits.  

The Home Energy Efficiency (Scheme) Scotland Regulations, effective from 
January 2007, extended the Warm Deal programme to households with 
children with disabilities and receiving the Disability Living Allowance. These 
homes can have free insulation measures installed up to the value of £500. 
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The Warm Deal package includes: 

• Cavity wall insulation  
• Loft insulation  
• Hot and cold tank and pipe insulation  
• Draught proofing  
• Energy efficiency advice. 

Details of the Warm deal scheme are provided in the annex to this report. 

The Warm Deal Programme was first introduced in 1999. According to the 
Central Heating Programme & Warm Deal Annual Report 05-06 a total 
of 15,500 properties were improved under the Warm Deal scheme during 
2005/06. 

 Extensions to the schemes 

The then Communities Minister, Malcolm Chisholm MSP announced in March 
2006 that the Scottish Government's Central Heating Programme and Warm 
Deal schemes were to be extended for another two years to run from April 
2006 until March 2008 
(news release http://www.scotland.gov.uk/News/Releases/2006/11/29100137) 

From January 2007, the Central Heating Programme was extended so that 
pensioners in receipt of the guarantee element of Pension Credit are able to 
get upgrades if they currently have a central heating system that is partial or 
inefficient. The Warm Deal programme was also extended from this date to 
include families with a child in receipt of Disability Living Allowance. 

All pensioners applying to the programmes are eligible for a free 
benefits entitlement check from the Pensions Service. 

Renewables pilot study  

The Scottish Government also launched a two-year pilot study in 2006 to 
explore the potential of renewable energy technology options for heating in a 
variety of domestic settings across Scotland with a view to considering 
including these technologies in the main Central Heating Programme at a 
later date.  

Local authorities 
 
Local authorities run their own repair and improvement grants schemes. They 
are required to provide grants in certain circumstances for example if a 
property is below the Tolerable Standard or lacks standard amenities.  Local 
authorities also have discretion (subject to their own funding constraints) to 
offer other grants for work beyond the tolerable standard for example 
providing adequate heating or insulation.  
 
The scheme of assistance is changing under the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 
and will mean that local authorities can offer different types of assistance eg 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/News/Releases/2006/11/29100137
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accessing loan funding with the aim of increasing flexibility. These changes 
will not be rolled out until 2008. 
 
Care and Repair  
 
The Scottish Executive website sets out the purpose of care and repair as 
follows:  

“Care and Repair schemes enable elderly, disabled owner-occupiers and 
crofters to carry out repairs, improvements and adaptations enabling them to 
stay in their own homes. 

Care and Repair officers in local projects can help clients to decide what work 
is required, choose reliable tradesmen, obtain finance (mainly from 
improvements and repair grants from local authorities but also from private 
lenders such as banks and from the clients own resources) and supervise the 
work. Small repair services may also be included.” 

FUEL COMPANY SCHEMES: 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMMITMENT (EEC) 

The EEC sets targets on energy suppliers to achieve improvements in energy 
efficiency by providing energy efficiency measures - such as cavity wall and 
loft insulation and energy efficient boilers, appliances and light bulbs - to 
households across Great Britain.  

It is primarily a carbon saving programme and, as such, is part of the UK 
Government’s Climate Change Programme. At least half the energy savings 
must be targeted at the “Priority Group” of households in receipt of benefits or 
tax credits. Through this the EEC also contributes to the Government’s Fuel 
Poverty Strategy. 

Suppliers have flexibility in the types of energy efficiency measures they 
provide to customers. These measures can also be promoted and delivered 
with a range of project partners including social housing providers, charities, 
retailers and manufacturers. 

EEC 2002 – 2005 The Energy Efficiency Commitment 2002-2005 (EEC 1) is 
now complete. This target required electricity and gas suppliers to achieve an 
energy savings target in domestic households between 1 April 2002 and 31 
March 2005. According to a report by the regulator Ofgem (cited by Energy 
Action Scotland), the main measure offered by suppliers was insulation, 
contributing 56% to the total savings achieved. The distribution of energy 
efficient light bulbs achieved one quarter of the total savings. Appliances, 
mainly energy efficient white goods, contributed 11% to the total savings 
achieved and heating measures achieved 9%. 

EEC 2005 – 2008 The EEC 2005 -2008 (EEC 2) began on 1 April 2005 with a 
new target on suppliers to save energy in consumers’ homes. The energy 
saving target for EEC 2 is more than double that set for EEC 1.  

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/People/OlderPeople/Homeimprovements/Careandrepair
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/uk/ukccp/pdf/ukccp06-all.pdf
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CERT 2008 - 2011 (formerly EEC 3) The Energy Efficiency Commitment is 
currently being reviewed for 2008-2011 under the new name Carbon 
Emissions Reduction Target (CERT). The UK Government issued its CERT 
2008-11 Consultation as part of the Energy White Paper and the deadline for 
responses was 15 August 2007. 

The Government proposes a CERT obligation at around double the level of 
activity of the current EEC 2005-08, with a continuing focus on low-income 
consumers.  It proposes to extend the scope of the mechanism to include, in 
addition to energy efficiency measures, micro generation and behavioural 
measures, and to introduce new approaches for innovation and flexibility. 

Sources 
 
Energy Action Scotland 
http://www.eas.org.uk/index.php?page_id=135  
 
Scottish Gas and Communities Scotland web pages on Central heating 
programme and warm deal 
http://www.chwdp-scottishexecutive.co.uk/index.php  
 
Scottish government website on fuel poverty schemes 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Housing/Housing/FP/CHP  
 
Communities Scotland: Central heating programme and warm deal annual 
report 2004/05 
http://www.communitiesscotland.gov.uk/stellent/groups/public/documents/web
pages/otcs_018132.pdf
 
Ofgem report (August 2007) 
A review of the second year of the EEC 2005-2008  
 
Simon Wakefield 
SPICe Research 
26 September 2007  
 
Note: Committee briefing papers are provided by SPICe for the use of 
Scottish Parliament Committees and clerking staff.  They provide focused 
information or respond to specific questions or areas of interest to committees 
and are not intended to offer comprehensive coverage of a subject area.   

http://www.defra.gov.uk/corporate/consult/cert2008-11/index.htm
http://www.defra.gov.uk/corporate/consult/cert2008-11/index.htm
http://www.eas.org.uk/index.php?page_id=135
http://www.chwdp-scottishexecutive.co.uk/index.php
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Housing/Housing/FP/CHP
http://www.communitiesscotland.gov.uk/stellent/groups/public/documents/webpages/otcs_018132.pdf
http://www.communitiesscotland.gov.uk/stellent/groups/public/documents/webpages/otcs_018132.pdf
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Sustainability/Environmnt/EnergyEff/Documents1/19%20A%20review%20of%20the%20second%20year%20of%20the%20EEC%202005%202008.pdf
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Annex: Eligibility for and support from the Central Heating Programme 
and Warm Deal 
 

 
(Source Energy Action Scotland website: last updated September 2007) 
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(Source Energy Action Scotland website: last updated September 2007) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Case studies 
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The following cases studies illustrate how the schemes work in practice, and 
are taken from the 2005/06 annual report (Communities Scotland) 
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Agenda item 3 
 

Local Government and 
Communities Committee 

 

3 October 2007 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE, WEDNESDAY 3 
OCTOBER 2007 
 
BRIEFING NOTE FROM SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT ON FUEL POVERTY 
PROGRAMMES IN SCOTLAND  
 
This is a short briefing note providing background factual information on fuel poverty 
and fuel poverty programmes in Scotland.  
 
Definition of fuel poverty 
 
Section 95 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 defines a household as being in fuel 
poverty if it is living in a home which cannot be kept warm at “reasonable cost.”  For 
the purpose of tracking progress in tackling fuel poverty, the Scottish Fuel Poverty 
Statement (Scottish Executive, 2002) defines a fuel poor household as one which in 
order to maintain a satisfactory heating regime would be required to spend more 
than 10% of its income on all household fuel use.  ‘Extreme’ fuel poverty is defined 
as being when a household spends more than 20% of its income on fuel.  
 
The two main factors which contribute to official increases and decreases in fuel 
poverty over time are therefore household income and fuel prices.  A third factor, the 
degree of energy efficiency of the housing stock, is also less relevant but still 
significant as it can influence the level of fuel usage and therefore proportion of 
income spent on fuel.  
 
Legal basis 
 
Section 88 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 deals specifically with fuel poverty.  It 
puts responsibility on Scottish Ministers to prepare a statement (the Scottish Fuel 
Poverty Statement) setting out how they will ensure as far as reasonably practicable 
that people do not live in fuel poverty.  It requires that the statement, among other 
things, sets a target for achieving this outcome and that it is reported on at least 
every four years.  
 
The Home Energy Efficiency Scheme Regulations (Scotland) 2006 define eligibility 
criteria for and measures which can be provided under the Warm Deal and Central 
Heating Programme and provide for the appointment of agencies to administer the 
grants. These regulations replaced previous regulations governing the programmes 
since their inception. 
 
Scottish Fuel Poverty Statement Target 
 
The Scottish Fuel Poverty Statement (2002) sets out the target that the Scottish 
Executive (now the Scottish Government) will ensure, so far as reasonably 
practicable, that people are not living in fuel poverty in Scotland by November 2016.  
 
 

 1
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The extent of fuel poverty in Scotland 
 
Fuel Poverty in Scotland is officially measured by the Scottish House Condition 
Survey which has reported on the subject in 1996, 2002 and every year since then 
as the table below shows.   
 
 
 No of fuel poor 

households(>10% 
of income on 

fuel) 

Rate per 
100 

households

No of extreme 
fuel poor (>20% 

of income on 
fuel) 

Rate per 
100 

households

 000s  000s  
1996 756 36 182 8 
2002 293 13 71 3 
2003-4 350 15 112 5 
2004-5 419 18 119 5 

Source: Scottish House Condition Survey, Scottish Government 
 
In 1996, broadly 1 in 3 of all households were fuel poor and, at the latest count, this 
figure had fallen to under 1 in 5 in 2004-5 and this is the latest official estimate of fuel 
poverty in Scotland.  However, the incidence of fuel poverty has been rising since 
2002 as household incomes levels have essentially not kept pace with the rapid rise 
in fuel prices since 2003.  ‘Extreme’ fuel poverty is far less prevalent affecting about 
1 in 20 households and has been rising but by proportionally less than overall fuel 
poverty (i.e. both extreme and non-extreme varieties).    
 
History of fuel poverty programmes 
 
The level of fuel prices and the level of household incomes (at least in the short 
term) are essentially quantities that cannot be directly influenced by the Scottish 
Government. However, Government programmes aimed at insulating houses or 
providing heating measures for others can help reduce the incidence of fuel poverty 
in some, but not all, fuel poor households. The Scottish Executive, and now the 
Scottish Government, has two principal programmes in place to alleviate fuel poverty 
– one that deals with the provision of insulation and wider energy efficiency 
measures for the housing stock and the other that deals with the provision of central 
heating as well as insulation.   
 
The Warm Deal was introduced in July 1999. It provides grant up to £500 to provide 
a package of insulation measures to householders in receipt of one of a number of 
specified state benefits, with a smaller grant (up to £125) available for pensioner 
households not on benefit.  The package of measures can include cavity wall, loft, 
water tank and pipe insulation; draught proofing measures; 4 free energy efficient 
light bulbs and the provision of free energy efficiency advice. Some 254,000 
households have benefited from the scheme since 1999 at a cost to the public sector 
of £75m.  From 1 January 2007, the Warm Deal was extended to non-pensioner 
households with children with disabilities and in receipt of Disability Living Allowance. 

 2
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The Warm Deal is delivered by Scottish Gas (and before October 2006 by EAGA) for 
households in the private sector and by local authorities and housing associations in 
the social rented sector.  The comparable national insulation scheme in England is 
the Warm Front though since 2000, “Warm Zones” have offered a more localised 
approach to alleviating fuel poverty in some areas. The Warm Zone approach 
operates in addition to the Warm Front in England and is essentially a geographically 
targeted marketing campaign for Warm Front and the Energy Efficiency 
Commitment.   
 
The Central Heating Programme (CHP) commenced in September  2001. It was 
designed to concentrate on the inhabitants of social housing and pensioner 
households across all tenures. Local authorities and housing associations were 
funded by the (then) Scottish Executive to provide central heating in social rented 
sector houses where there was none   (regardless of the age of the householder).  
This part of the Programme was finished by the end of 2004 except for Glasgow 
Housing Association properties where, because of the numbers involved, work was 
completed in March 2006.  
 
In the private sector, the programme was aimed at pensioner households. Where the 
householder or their partner was aged 60 or over and there was no central heating 
system or a system that had broken down, the CHP provides not only a system but 
insulation measures, various alarm systems such as carbon monoxide detectors, 
free energy advice and an optional benefits entitlement check.  The work includes 
insulation measures similar to those available under the Warm Deal, so a separate 
Warm Deal grant is not payable. 
 
From May 2004 the Central Heating Programme was extended to provide 
“upgrades” for those aged 80 and over with partial or inefficient systems.  From 1 
January 2007 private sector householders under 80 in receipt of the Guarantee 
Element of Pension Credit became eligible for the upgrading of partial or inefficient 
systems.    
 
Since 2001, the CHP has installed a total of 87,000 heating systems (62,000 in the 
private sector and 25,000 in the social rented sector) at a public sector cost of 
£255m. The maximum grant per household is £3,500 but if the lowest available 
system costs more than this, e.g. typically in the case of an oil-fired system where 
gas is not available, then the maximum grant is £5,500.  Since October 2006, the 
programme has been delivered by Scottish Gas under contract from the Scottish 
Government. The comparable scheme in England is the Warm Front. 
 
 
SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT 
SEPTEMBER 2007 
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3 October 2007 

Children’s Fuel Poverty Coalition:  
 
Submission to Local Government and Communities Committee’s 
examination of Central Heating Programme and Warm Deal 
 
 
The Children’s Fuel Poverty Coalition* welcomes the opportunity to submit 
evidence to the Committee’s examination of the operation of the Scottish 
Government’s Central Heating Programme, the Warm Deal and other similar 
grants. Our organisations are campaigning to end fuel poverty amongst children, 
young people and their families in Scotland. Far too many children and their 
families are living in fuel poverty in 21st Century Scotland. It is therefore important 
that Scottish Government programmes and policies support and address the 
needs of these children and their families. Thus, we welcome the Committee’s 
examination of programmes that are aimed at addressing fuel poverty in 
Scotland. 
 
Children living in fuel poverty 
The Coalition estimates that around 100, 000 (1 in 10) children in Scotland are 
living in fuel poverty1.  It is also estimated that 5,000 households with children 
live in homes with no central heating2. This high number of children living in fuel 
poverty is of extreme concern.  We define fuel poverty as in the ‘Scottish Fuel 
Poverty Statement 2002’ - a household is in fuel poverty if, in order to maintain a 
satisfactory heating regime, it would be required to spend more than 10% of its 
income (including housing benefit or income support for mortgage interest) on all 
household fuel use. Furthermore 'extreme fuel poverty' can be defined as a 
household having to spend more than 20% of its income on fuel. 
 
The impact of living in fuel poverty  
For those living in fuel poverty, the consequences are misery, discomfort, ill 
health and debt.  It often means choosing between essential household items or 
living in an adequately heated home. According to Scottish Government’s current 
Fuel Poverty Statement, living in a cold, damp environment can cause discomfort 
and ill health. For example, health problems such as influenza, heart disease, 
and strokes can be exacerbated, and cold homes can promote the number of 
dust mites and the growth of fungi, which are often liked to asthma and other 
similar conditions.  
 

                                             
1 Calculations available on request. 
2 Figure identified in response to Parliamentary Question S2W-19430 in the name of Scott Barrie 
MSP. 
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Further, households that need to spend a large part of the family income on fuel 
often have to spend less on other parts of the family budget. This may lead to a 
poor diet or reduced participation in leisure activities, both of which can impact on 
quality of life and health, especially for vulnerable people such as children. 
Children’s education may also be adversely affected. Cold homes can increase 
the amount of time it takes to recover from an illness, which could result in longer 
absences from school. Overcrowding in heated areas of the house could be 
distracting for a child who is trying to do schoolwork.  
 
Addressing fuel poverty 
The Scottish Government is committed to eradicating fuel poverty by 2016. The 
Coalition notes that in his recent evidence to the Local Government and 
Communities Committee on September 19th, the Minister for Communities and 
Sport, Stewart Maxwell, confirmed that Government was intent on addressing 
Fuel Poverty and that current Government programmes should be reviewed for 
their effectiveness in addressing fuel poverty -  
 
…“current programme [Warm Deal and Central heating] does not necessarily 
address the crux of the fuel poverty problem. As I said, it has been excellent and 
has been supported across the Parliament, but there is no doubt that it is only 
one lever for tackling fuel poverty. Fuel poverty figures have been on the rise of 
late and are affected more by energy prices and by overall poverty levels than by 
some of the programmes that we have in place. It is time to look at those 
programmes and to focus on the reduction and eventual eradication of fuel 
poverty in our country, which is what we all want. The programmes should help 
to achieve that, and there are a number of possibilities in that regard”.  
 
The Coalition believes that the Scottish [Executive] Government, under the last 
administration, is to be commended for investing significant funds to tackle fuel 
poverty. However, these resources are not reaching vulnerable children and their 
families. For example, the estimated spend on the Central Heating programme 
for 2005/06 was £56.9 million.3 The Central Heating and Warm Deal Annual 
Report 2005/06 states that of types of households improved by the Central 
Heating Programme only 1% included households with children4. This is in stark 
contrast to the fact that an estimated 20% of fuel poor households are 
households with children5.  
The Coalition believes that any programme(s) which exists to help address fuel 
poverty should, by definition, be targeted toward and available to, all vulnerable 
groups identified as being fuel poor.  This includes children and young people, 
as specifically recognised as a vulnerable group in relation to fuel poverty in the 
Scottish Fuel Poverty Statement. 

                                             
3 Figures from Communities Scotland 
4 Central heating programme and warm deal annual report 2004/05, Communities Scotland 2007 
5 Scottish House Condition Survey: Fuel Poverty Report - 2003/04, Scottish Executive 2005 – 
latest available figures 
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Recommendations 
We would suggest that most of the households with a dependent child where 
there is no central heating system or one which is inefficient are likely to be 
amongst the poorest in Scotland. It is worth noting that 86% of children living in 
fuel poverty live in homes that have an energy efficiency rating of no better than 
moderate6. This means that their homes are cold and expensive to heat. The 
Coalition would therefore recommend that both the Central heating Programme 
and Warm Deal be reviewed with consideration being given to: 

• Extending the Central heating Programme- to install central heating 
systems in the 5,000 households where children currently live without a 
central heating system. This figure has been identified in response to a 
Parliamentary Question last session and we are not aware that figures 
have reduced since that time, and indeed they may have increased. 
Further, based on an estimated cost of a central heating system being 
£3200 (Scottish Executive 2006) we estimate that the total cost of meeting 
this proposal would be £16 million.  

• Extending eligibility for the upgrading of partial or inefficient heating 
systems to families on low incomes with a dependent child. Eligibility could 
be set at families with a dependent child who receive child tax credit paid 
at a rate which exceeds the family element or are in receipt of income 
support or income based JSA. We would prefer that all families were 
assisted who met the above criteria but we recognise that resources are 
tight and therefore suggest an initial priority could be given to:  

 families with children under the age of 5 
 families in the same income category with a dependent disabled 

child under the age of 12 
 

• Extend eligibility for Warm Deal energy efficiency grants in order that all 
families with a dependent child living in, or at risk, from fuel poverty are 
targeted.  

 
The proposals outlined above are not the only ones required to be taken to end 
fuel poverty amongst low income households. However, we consider them to be 
appropriate first steps to reach vulnerable families with dependent children most 
at risk of living in fuel poverty. 
 
 
The Children’s Fuel Poverty Coalition -27th September 2007 

                                             
6 Figure identified in response to Scottish Parliament Question S2W-19429 in the name of Scott 
Barrie MSP 
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*Barnardos Scotland; Capability Scotland; Child Poverty Action Group Scotland; 
Children in Scotland; Quarriers and Save the Children are working together in an 
informal network to campaign for measures to eradicate fuel poverty among 
children living in Scotland. This paper outlines our position and joint policy calls. 
A briefing outlining our position in more detail and all our policy calls is available 
on request. 
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Communities Committee inquiry on the Central 
heating programme and warm deal - a response 
from Citizens Advice Scotland 
Citizens Advice Scotland is the umbrella body for Scotland’s network of Citizens Advice 
Bureaux, which provide free, independent and confidential advice at over 200 service 
points across Scotland.  As one of the thirteen signatories of a joint letter asking the 
Committee to examine current fuel poverty initiatives, we welcome both the inquiry itself 
and the opportunity to contribute evidence to it.  This response is based on client case 
evidence supplied by bureaux since October 2006, when the managing agent for the 
central heating programme changed. 
 
The central heating programme has been a welcome and effective initiative to help 
tackle fuel poverty.  Concerns remain, however, that without reform and additional 
measures, its impact on eradicating fuel poverty will remain limited.  Since its inception 
in 2000, over 83,000 central heating systems have been installed1, free of charge to 
pensioners with either irreparable or non-existent central heating.  The scheme was 
extended in 2003 to include upgrade of partial or inefficient central heating systems for 
the over 80s. It was extended further in 2006 to include upgrade of partial or inefficient 
systems for those over 60s in receipt of the guarantee element of Pension Credit.2

 
Research on the efficacy of the programme in its first three years of operation showed a 
number of key benefits3: 
• An average reduction in fuel expenditure of 13.7% 
• A 47.8% reduction in the average cost to heat the home to a comfortable standard 
• A new mean NHER rating of 6.98, meaning household energy efficiency more than 

doubled 
• Whilst only 53.4% of households were in fuel poverty prior to the installation work, 

76.2% of households in fuel poverty were removed from fuel poverty by the 
programme- (meaning a reduction in numbers in fuel poverty from 53.4% of the 
sample to 12.7%). 

• 53.9% of those with health conditions reported a subjective improvement in health 
following the work 

 
The installation of 12,000 central heating systems a year, whilst lifting around 4,800 
households out of fuel poverty (according to the above research), is dwarfed by the 
overall numbers in fuel poverty.  According to the latest published figures, there are 
419,000 homes in fuel poverty, representing 18.2% of all households in Scotland4.  This 
increase, from 328,000 the year before, is largely attributable to increasing fuel costs.   

                                            
1 Answer to Parliamentary Question, S3W-318 
2 http://www.communitiesscotland.gov.uk/stellent/groups/public/documents/csnews/cs_017072.hcsp  
3 Impact of the Central Heating Programme on Tackling Fuel Poverty: The First Three Years, 2001 – 2004 
Bill Sheldrick & David Hepburn http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/172139/0048162.pdf  
4 SHCS Key Findings for 2004/2005 

http://www.communitiesscotland.gov.uk/stellent/groups/public/documents/csnews/cs_017072.hcsp
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/172139/0048162.pdf


 
Modelling has shown that had fuel prices risen at the rate of inflation since 2002 there 
would have been no significant change up or down in rates of fuel poverty between 2002 
and 2004/2005.  There is, therefore, an overall failure to remove significant numbers of 
people from fuel poverty through income and energy efficiency measures, including the 
central heating programme, whilst significant price rises are in fact increasing the 
numbers in fuel poverty.   

Problems with the installation process 
The main problem encountered by bureaux with the programme is delays to the 
installation, but there are also ongoing difficulties with the application process, the 
standard of work and charging for additional costs.   
Delays 
Delays can cause hardship, particularly if the delay is over the winter and the client is 
vulnerable: 
 
A North of Scotland CAB reports of an elderly client who is a vulnerable member of the 
community  His hot-water boiler broke down in late 2006.  After seeking advice from the 
CAB he successfully applied to the central heating programme in February 2007.   Two 
months later his new gas meter was installed, but he still did not know when his boiler 
would be installed and still was without hot water.  The bureau was told by the managing 
agent that it was not an emergency service and the client was informed at the time of 
application that there may be a four month wait.  The bureau feels that the anomaly in 
this approach is that the applicant's system must be beyond repair before a grant will be 
considered.  
 
A West of Scotland CAB reports of a female client whose central heating broke down 
beyond repair in December 2006.  She was advised of the central heating programme 
and successfully applied.  She was told the system would be installed in April.  By 
August 2007 the system was still not installed and every time the client contacts the 
managing agent they cannot give her a date for installation.  The bureau were told that 
the property required to be re-surveyed and they were waiting on an installer being 
allocated the job.  Two weeks later the client still had not heard and the information was 
relayed again.  After a further two weeks of inaction the bureau copied correspondence 
to Communities Scotland and within 24 hours were given an installation date.  
 
A West of Scotland CAB reports of an elderly couple whose hot air heating was 
condemned in December by Transco when they were replacing gas pipes in the area.  
They were left with one small portable heater for the winter and had been informed that 
the earliest date that a surveyor can see them for free central heating was three months 
later.  
 
A West of Scotland CAB reports of an elderly male client who has had no central heating 
since last October when his gas boiler broke irreparably.  He successfully applied to the 
central heating programme in January and was awaiting a survey.  By August there had 
still been no survey – the client was told that he would need to wait until there were three 
people in his area before a surveyor would come.  The client was using a friend’s house 
for showering and washing as he has no hot water and is frustrated at the length of time 
he has had to wait. The bureau tried on two successive days to contact the managing 
agent but could not get through as the lines were busy.  Eventually the bureau wrote a 
letter and are still awaiting reply. 



 
A South of Scotland CAB reports of a female client who was assessed for central 
heating in July 2006.  Gas was fitted to the property and storage heaters removed but 
then the managing agent changed. It was January 2007 before someone returned.  After 
lifting a floorboard, he said that the work couldn’t be done and left.  They have not been 
able to contact anyone to explain why the work cannot be done.  The bureau involved 
the local MSP and, as a result, received word that the work would be undertaken the 
following week.  
Application process 
Since the change of managing agent it has been much harder to get hold of promotional 
literature on the programme. 
 
A West of Scotland CAB reports that, since the change of managing agent, they have 
not been able to obtain leaflets on the central heating programme, despite repeated 
requests.  
 
A West of Scotland CAB reports of a female pensioner who wanted to know how to 
apply for free central heating.  The bureau contacted the managing agent to request 
information and was told that they don’t have any leaflets for members of the public. 
 
Poor quality work 
As with any scheme of this size, there have been a number of problems with the quality 
of some installations.   
 
A South of Scotland CAB reports of an 80 year old female client who had free central 
heating installed in February by a firm from Chester.  The pipes go through holes in the 
ceiling and have not been boarded in, there are still holes and the carpet has not been 
nailed back down.  Despite numerous calls, nothing has happened and the work 
remains uncompleted.  The bureau contacted the managing agent who apologised for 
the poor service and promised to send an inspector out as soon as possible.  
 
A West of Scotland CAB reports of a female client on Pension Credit who had free 
central heating installed in December 2006.  Significant faults have developed, there is 
copper piping across electricity sockets and exposed wiring.  Despite frequent phone 
calls, nothing has been done.  The bureau contacted the managing agent and were 
promised immediate action. Nine days later, the client returned to the bureau as nothing 
had happened.  The bureau phoned again to be told all managers were in a meeting.  
Over the next two months it required a total of 13 phone calls from the bureau to the 
managing agent, as well as four estimates for the damage to the client’s home, before 
the situation was resolved. 
 
Additional costs 
Charging for additional costs can cause problems, particularly for clients who are off the 
gas network: 
 
A West of Scotland CAB reports of an elderly male client who had applied and been 
approved for a free central heating system.  When the survey was carried out the client 
had requested an oil system and was told by the surveyor that this would be fine.  He 
has now been contacted by the managing agent, who are requesting £3,000 from the 



client to cover the cost of oil heating, which he cannot afford. On contacting the 
managing agent, the bureau was told that there are new criteria which mean they cannot 
afford to fund oil heating.  
 
Inelegibility 
 
The programme criteria mean that there are some pensioners who would benefit from 
an installation who are not eligible. 
  
An East of Scotland CAB reports of an elderly female client whose husband is about to 
have major heart surgery.  Their first floor flat has solid fuel central heating and they are 
finding it very difficult to stoke the boiler and struggle to carry coal upstairs to their flat 
from the bunker.  They have to rely on the kindness of neighbours for help with this. 
They were wondering if any grants were available for them to convert the boiler to gas.  
They are ineligible for the central heating programme as their system works, but without 
assistance from others they cannot run it.  

Limitations with the programme 
The central heating programme has undoubtedly been of some benefit in tackling fuel 
poverty.  There are, however, two main limitations with the programme as currently 
constituted.  Firstly, there are vulnerable groups without central heating other than 
pensioners who would benefit from the scheme and secondly, on its own, it will never 
eradicate the scourge of fuel poverty by 2016, as pledged by the Scottish Government. 
 
Vulnerable groups who could benefit 
 
Pensioners are the largest group in fuel poverty (224,000 households) but they are not 
the only group. 
 
A West of Scotland CAB reports of a female client on incapacity benefit whose husband 
is in receipt of Disability Living Allowance (high rate mobility and middle rate care).  They 
are in financial difficulties and were seeking advice on this as well as if any grants were 
available to help with heating.  The client was told free heating was only available for 
over 60s and was referred to local care and repair.  
 
Households with disabilities and households with children under five, who do not have 
any central heating, are other groups who could benefit from the programme.  In 
addition, the second largest group in fuel poverty after pensioners are single adult 
households5.  The private rented sector has the worst standard of housing of any tenure 
in Scotland6 and yet the Tolerable Standard is not mandatory for private sector housing.  
There is continuing debate over balancing the obligations and responsibilities of 
landlords with state interventions that benefit tenants. 
 
What else is required? 
 
The installation of 80,000 central heating systems over the past five years has been 
significant.  However, with 419,000 households still in fuel poverty, and at most 40% of 
installations going into fuel poor households, the rate of installations would need to 
rapidly multiply over the next nine years to make significant inroads.  This assumes that 
                                            
5 79,000 households, SHCS Key Findings for 2004/2005 page 19 
6 SHCS Key Findings for 2004/2005 page 12, figure 5 



central heating will always be the answer – in fact, 15% of all households with full gas 
central heating remain in fuel poverty7.   
The lack of energy efficiency in many properties is compounded by the rising cost of 
fuel, and no significant change in the numbers of households below average income in 
the past year8.     
 
It is clear, therefore, that further action and investment is required if the 2016 target is to 
be achieved.  Closer links with UK departments are also needed on reserved issues 
such as welfare benefits and regulation of gas and electricity.  It is worth noting that the 
Association for the Conservation of Energy has already raised the possibility of legal 
action in England over the UK Government’s likely failure to meet the 2016 target9. 
 
The Scottish Executive Fuel Poverty Advisory Group was established to advise the 
Executive on the initial fuel poverty statement, including the definition of fuel poverty, the 
targets and interventions required.  Now known as the Fuel Poverty Forum it has met 
with decreasing frequency, eroding the potentially valuable contribution that it could 
make in this debate.10

 
The re-establishment of a Fuel Poverty Advisory Group, independently chaired (as in 
England and Wales), and with the specific remit of exploring policy options and making 
recommendations to ministers, would be a significant step forward.  A larger budget for 
interventions is inevitably required if the Government is determined to meet the 2016 
target.   
 
In summary, the following are just some of the policy ideas that deserve further 
examination by the Scottish Government: 
 
• Establishing an independently chaired Fuel Poverty Advisory Group to examine in 

depth both progress and future policy 
• Extending the central heating programme to other vulnerable groups without heating, 

such as families with children under five and households with disabilities. 
• Updating the Fuel Poverty Statement to include analysis of the main groups in fuel 

poverty, what is currently being done for each of these groups and what still needs to 
be done 

• Exploring an explicit link between eradication of fuel poverty and regeneration policy 
• Exploring bulk purchasing of energy for vulnerable groups 
• Examining and supporting the role of micro-generation in tackling fuel poverty 
• Establishing an innovation fund for local authorities, linked to the production of their 

fuel poverty strategies and enabling them to access extra funds for innovative 
projects that tackle fuel poverty locally 

 
David McNeish 
Parliamentary and Policy Officer 
Citizens Advice Scotland 
david.mcneish@cas.org.uk  
0131 550 1016 

                                            
7 SHCS Key Findings for 2004/2005 page 20 
8 Households Below Average Income 2005/2006 
9 http://news.independent.co.uk/business/news/article2790902.ece  
10 There were four meetings in 2003, three in 2004, two in 2005 and two in 2006.  The last meeting of the 
group to date was in June 2006. 

mailto:david.mcneish@cas.org.uk
http://news.independent.co.uk/business/news/article2790902.ece
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Evidence on Fuel Poverty and the Scottish Government’s  
Central Heating Programme and Warm Deal and other similar Grants 
from Energy Action Scotland  
to the Local Government and Communities Committee 
 
Energy Action Scotland (EAS) is the only body with the sole remit of ending 
fuel poverty in Scotland.  EAS has been working with this remit since its 
inception in 1983 and has campaigned on the issue of fuel poverty and 
delivered many practical and research projects to tackle the problems of cold, 
damp homes.  EAS has worked with both the Scottish Government and the 
UK Government on energy efficiency programme design and implementation.  
EAS is a member of the Scottish Government’s Fuel Poverty Forum and was 
previously on the Scottish Government’s Central Heating Advisory Group.  
EAS considers itself to be the leading authority in Scotland on the topic of fuel poverty, its 
causes, prevention and cure.  
 
Since the start of the Warm Deal in 1999 (and the previous Home Energy Efficiency Scheme 
– HEES), Scotland has provided practical support to its fuel poor households in an 
endeavour to take vulnerable households out of fuel poverty.  The milestones can be set out 
as: introduction of the Warm Deal (WD) June 1999, introduction of the Central Heating 
Programme (CHP) September 2000; amendments to the CHP 2006 and 2007.  
 
On the face of it, all is going well; the CHP is delivering around 10,000 to 12,000 jobs per 
year while the WD delivers between 15,000 and 20,000 jobs each year.  The CHP and WD 
annual report shows that the CHP programme is effective, with 86% of grant recipients 
subsequently not being in fuel poverty and now able to achieve a state of affordable warmth. 
 
However a closer inspection shows that there are a number of problems just under the 
surface which, if not addressed, will certainly lead to a collapse of the programmes and their 
failure to assist the Scottish Government in reaching its target of eradicating fuel poverty by 
2016 as required by the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001.  EAS would wish to set out the 
difficulties it believes need to be addressed to bring the target back within reach. 
 
Firstly the CHP: this programme had the original intention of delivering free central heating 
systems to those households where at least one of the occupants was over the age of 60 and 
did not already have a central heating system.  The system could either be gas, electric or 
oil-fired, depending on the availability of gas and the householder’s personal preference. The 
installation of the central heating system would be backed up by the delivery of a range of 
insulation measures as defined by the WD programme, that is, loft insulation (including tank 
and pipe insulation), cavity wall insulation, draughtstripping, low energy lightbulbs, a hot 
water tank jacket and the provision of energy advice.  The original grant was set at an 
average grant of £2,500; an average grant was set in order to take into account the fact that 
oil systems are traditionally more expensive to purchase and to fit.  
 
A number of changes have taken place since that time.  They are: the introduction of 
upgrades for over 80s who have partial systems, a priority rating for those over 70 and the 
replacement of inefficient systems and/or broken systems.  However, this programme could 
become unsustainable and not necessarily targeted at those who need it most.  It could be 
argued that, in theory, under the current arrangement, the Scottish Government could be 
asked to fit 10,000 systems a year for the foreseeable future.  This would only apply to 
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households in the private and private rented sectors, as social landlords provide this to their 
tenants already. 
 
EAS’s view is that while there should continue to be a supportive programme for those 
vulnerable households who are not able financially to meet the cost of installing a heating 
system where they do not have one, this needs to be done in a managed way and targeted at 
those in need. This is not necessarily to suggest that EAS is supportive of reducing the 
budget as we believe there are other challenges for which it would be required.  
 
The difficulty here is two fold: firstly, not all applicants are fuel poor and secondly, there are 
fuel poor households who are excluded despite being classed as vulnerable and on a means 
tested benefit.  For example, you may be over 60 but still in employment, are not in fuel 
poverty and able to pay for the works.  Alternatively, you may be a single parent family with a 
child who suffers from a disability, on benefits and clearly living in fuel poverty but excluded 
from the programme.  EAS therefore proposes that the CHP continues to provide for 
pensioners who do not have a central heating system and for the over 80s who have partial 
or inefficient systems, but widens the programme to other vulnerable groups who do not have 
a central heating system. 
 
There are also issues with the CHP measures; the number of oil systems being installed is 
now being managed by virtue of the budget and not by need.  Eligible clients are being 
steered away from oil and directed to electricity, even though this may be more expensive for 
them to run, but ultimately it is cheaper for the managing agent to install.  The current level of 
grant is also concerning; this has moved from a grant average of £2,500 to a capped grant of 
£3,500 and, where the cheapest system is over £3,500, ie. for an oil system, then an upper 
cap of £5,000 is set.  However, contractors are being directed not to go down this route of the 
upper grant.  This leads to clients being given inappropriate systems for their needs or being 
asked to contribute towards the cost of the measures.  There should be a review of the 
overall cost requirement for each type of system which should also include the offer of 
insulation where this is required and the grant should revert to a grant average.  
 
If an examination of the results of the CHP are undertaken it can be seen that not all jobs 
delivered have all measures installed, indeed a large and growing number only have one 
main insulation measure other than heating installed.  This may be to keep within the budget 
constraints of the programme but ultimately it gives a very false impression that the current 
grant level is sufficient to fit all measures available via the programme.  A house given only a 
heating system and little else will be very expensive for the householder to heat and, while 
this might not be problematic for non-fuel poor households, it will be a significant issue for 
fuel poor households.  There is a similar situation for the WD where not all measures are 
being installed. 
 
A further issue relates to those fuel poor households who are outwith the scope of the CHP 
and whether or not they should be included.  The Scottish House Condition Survey (SHCS) 
clearly shows the range of vulnerable and fuel poor households by classification and young 
single adult households and single parent households are at high risk of being fuel poor.  The 
case for the focus of the eligibility criteria to move away solely from the elderly and towards 
also including other fuel poor groups must be considered. 
 
Turning to the Warm Deal (WD), when this was introduced in 1999 there was one WD 
programme managed on behalf of the Scottish Government by a managing agent.  eaga was 
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the first managing agent and it managed the WD and CHP until September 2006 when there 
was a change to Scottish Gas.  The single WD scheme in 1999 covered all housing tenures 
with a notional split of 70/30 in favour of the private and private rented sectors as this is 
where the lowest energy efficient housing is and where fuel poverty, disproportionately, is 
most prevalent.  
 
The grant was a maximum grant and set at £500.  It was to cover loft insulation (including 
tank and pipe insulation), cavity wall insulation, draughtstripping, low energy lightbulbs, a hot 
water tank jacket and the provision of energy advice.  The grant has remained at the £500 
level since its inception.  At the beginning, the grant was also linked to the use of the New 
Deal training/work experience programme, with contractors who wished to operate within the 
scheme having to employ a proportion of their workforce via the New Deal.  The level of their 
grant allocation was set dependent on the level of workforce employed in this way. 
 
There was a gradual recognition that not all homes, particularly within the social housing 
sector, were able to take the measures provided by the WD and as a result a WD programme 
for social landlords was set up.  This provided some direct grant to social housing providers, 
that is, local authorities and housing associations, for measures that need not fall within the 
normal insulation works. The grant was able to be used for measures such as thermostatic 
radiator valves, heating controls, reflective foil behind radiators and anything else which the 
housing provider could show had an energy saving effect.  This grant fund was approximately 
£2 million per year, spread across all 32 local authority areas, and lasted for just over two 
financial years.  It was eventually withdrawn around 2002/3.  
 
As part of the changes to the WD in 2006/07, the management of the grant for social 
landlords was removed from the Scottish Government’s managing agent and given directly to 
the social housing providers.  In job number terms, the WD ran at around 20,000 per year 
across all sectors until the split in 2006 which saw the target for social housing being set at 
around 10,000 jobs and a target for all other sectors, as administered by the managing agent, 
set at 5,000.  Here again it is very misleading as very few of these jobs contain all available 
measures; they mostly provide for either loft insulation or cavity wall insulation, seldom both.  
So while the 15,000 jobs achieved target looks good, in essence the impact of these has 
been lessened in both fuel poverty and environmental terms over the years since 1999. 
 
The current social housing WD budget is set at £320, that is, at a level below the £500 
maximum for the private/private rented sector.  Indeed it has been set at the level of the 
average grant expenditure of the private/private rented sector WD.  This will only pay for one 
main measure and the remainder must be made up by the housing provider, either from 
capital allowances or by obtaining funding from the fuel utilities’ Energy Efficiency 
Commitment (EEC) budgets.  EEC can be turned on and off like a tap and when the utility 
has reached its target for any given year it simply withholds any further funding. The EEC 
funding will also only pay for certain measures and not all of those funded by WD and so a 
fine balancing act is required to make this work.  Not all housing providers can manage this.  
However, a similar system has been set up for the equivalent schemes in England which 
seems to operate successfully between Warm Front and EEC.  A similar system could be 
introduced in Scotland, which would maximise the provision of measures and avoid EEC and 
Warm Deal competing for largely the same group. 
 
On other measures, the Scottish Government is currently undertaking a pilot programme to 
examine the role of micro-renewables in tackling fuel poverty and in particular those 
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properties termed hard to treat, for example, those off the mains gas grid or without cavities 
such as with solid walls.  This will report after the Spending Review has been concluded and 
there is a fear that the pilot may well therefore be passed over without financial provision 
being made for its subsequent inclusion in the mainstream CHP.  The interim results show a 
very clear benefit to those who have been in phase one of the trial.  There is an additional 
benefit relating to perceived increased health of those taking part, particularly where the 
micro-renewable system is replacing a coal fire or a coal-fired heating system.  There are 
clear links between the improvements in the warmth and dryness of homes and the health of 
the occupants. 
 
In summary, the Scottish Government has a fuel poverty programme in two parts, one which 
is potentially without end and requires now to be reviewed and refocused, and the other 
which in practice now only provides single measure insulation to vulnerable households and 
so also requires a review to gain the maximum potential outcomes.  As they currently stand, 
the CHP and WD alone, given the numbers of households treated each year, will not deliver 
the target of eradicating fuel poverty by 2016.  Provision must also be made now in the 
Spending Review to allow the full potential of micro-renewables to be brought into the fuel 
poverty programmes, particularly for hard to treat and rural/off gas homes. 
 
It must be remembered that to ignore fuel poverty is to tackle environmental issues with one 
hand tied behind the back.  Fuel poor households in energy-inefficient homes need to use 
more fuel than fuel-efficient homes and so need to be given assistance and their homes 
treated to reduce energy demand and provide affordable warmth.  The inquiry by the Local 
Government and Communities Committee and the review by the Scottish Government into 
fuel poverty in order to seek solutions and plan the way forward is welcomed.  Use should 
also be made of the Fuel Poverty Forum, which is a further tool solely in existence to assist 
the Scottish Government, but which is underused and undervalued.  The Forum has not met 
in over a year, while the similar group in England is a regular contributor to UK Government 
thinking. 
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	Children living in fuel poverty 
	 
	The impact of living in fuel poverty  
	For those living in fuel poverty, the consequences are misery, discomfort, ill health and debt.  It often means choosing between essential household items or living in an adequately heated home. According to Scottish Government’s current Fuel Poverty Statement, living in a cold, damp environment can cause discomfort and ill health. For example, health problems such as influenza, heart disease, and strokes can be exacerbated, and cold homes can promote the number of dust mites and the growth of fungi, which are often liked to asthma and other similar conditions.  
	 
	Addressing fuel poverty 
	The Scottish Government is committed to eradicating fuel poverty by 2016. The Coalition notes that in his recent evidence to the Local Government and Communities Committee on September 19th, the Minister for Communities and Sport, Stewart Maxwell, confirmed that Government was intent on addressing Fuel Poverty and that current Government programmes should be reviewed for their effectiveness in addressing fuel poverty -  
	…“current programme [Warm Deal and Central heating] does not necessarily address the crux of the fuel poverty problem. As I said, it has been excellent and has been supported across the Parliament, but there is no doubt that it is only one lever for tackling fuel poverty. Fuel poverty figures have been on the rise of late and are affected more by energy prices and by overall poverty levels than by some of the programmes that we have in place. It is time to look at those programmes and to focus on the reduction and eventual eradication of fuel poverty in our country, which is what we all want. The programmes should help to achieve that, and there are a number of possibilities in that regard”.  
	 
	Recommendations 
	We would suggest that most of the households with a dependent child where there is no central heating system or one which is inefficient are likely to be amongst the poorest in Scotland. It is worth noting that 86% of children living in fuel poverty live in homes that have an energy efficiency rating of no better than moderate . This means that their homes are cold and expensive to heat. The Coalition would therefore recommend that both the Central heating Programme and Warm Deal be reviewed with consideration being given to: 
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	Communities Committee inquiry on the Central heating programme and warm deal - a response from Citizens Advice Scotland 
	Problems with the installation process 
	Delays 
	Application process 
	Poor quality work 
	Additional costs 

	Limitations with the programme 





